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Abstract

Comparative analysis is the problem of predicting how a system will react
to perturbations in its parameters, and why. For example, comparative analysis
could be asked to explain why the period of an oscillating spring/block system
would increase if the mass of the block were larger. This paper formalizes the
problem of comparative analysis and presents a technique, differential qualita-
tive (DQ) analysis, which solves the task, providing explanations suitable for
use by design systems, automated diagnosis, intelligent tutoring systems, and
explanation based generalization.

DQ analysis uses inference rules to deduce qualitative information about the
relative change of system parameters. Multiple perspectives are used to repre-
sent relative change values over intervals of time. Differential analysis has been
implemented, tested on a dozen examples, and proven sound. Unfortunately.
the technique is incomplete; it always terminates, but does not always return
an answer.

This paper will appear in Artificial Intelligence in July/August 1988.
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problem of comparative analysis and presents a technique, differential qualit..-
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Block 20 Continued:

tive (DQ) analysis, which solves the task, providing explanations suitable for
use by design systems, automated diagnosis, intelligent tutoring systems, and
explanation based generalization.

DQ analysis uses inference rules to deduce qualitative information about the
relative change of system parameters. Multiple perspectives are used to repre-
sent relative change values over intervals of time. Differential analysis has been
implemented, tested on a dozen examples, and proven sound. Unfortunately,
the technique is incomplete; it always terminates, but does not always return
an answer.
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1 Introduction

The problem of symbolic analysis of real-world systems is central to inany prob-
lems in artificial intelligence. In order to cope with a changing world one roust
be able to understand its behavior. Recently, considerable emphasis has been
put on a specific kind of analysis: qualitative simulation[2.7.26.15.2!]. Qual-
itative simulation seeks to produce a description of the behavior of a systetj
over tinie, often in the form of a tree of histories of the system's qualitatiN,,ly
interesting changes over time [23].

This paper discusses the problem of comparative analysis. in miany ways
the complement of qualitative simulat ion, and describes an implermented, soUiI
solution technique called differential qualitative (DQ) arnalysis. Whereas qual-
itative simulation takes a structural description of a systi and pr'dict. its
behavior, comparative analysis takes as input this lhhav ior and a pt.rturlhat i,,r
and outputs a description of how and why tlit Ithavior w ild chan i e as a rriilt
of the pertubation.

For example, given the structural description of a horizontal, frictionles.,
spring/block system (e.g., looke's law), a qualitative sinrulat or would say that
the block would first move one direction, then stop, then reverse, etc. A de-
scription of oscillation would result. Comparative analysis, on the other hand.
takes this description of oscillation and evaluates the effects of perturbations.
For example, it would deduce that the period would lengtlhen if the mass of
the block were increased, and explain why. Just as qualitative simulation works
without explicit equations for the value of each parameter as a funct ion of time,
comparative analysis does not need a formula for the period of oscillation.

The importance of the qualitative approach to comparative analysis is the
resulting explanation of why the behavior changes. If it weren't for the explana-
tion, one mightr simply solve a differential equation model using using symbolic
or numeric techniques. Many artificial intelligence Iroblems, for example de-
sign, diagnosis, and intelligent tutoring systems, have comparative analysis as
an important component; the explanation is used in many different ways.

* One way method of automated design is the principlvd modification of
previous designs [25]. For example, suppose a library design for a VLSI
pullup circuit has too long a rise time. If the problen solver consilers
increasing the width of some wire to decrease the rise time, it would like
to know the ramifications of this modification relatirr to the initial br-
harnor. Will tlie delay d1,,crease? What happens t, power dissipar ion'.

- ('omparative analysis answers these questions, in qualitative ternis. as is
appropriate for initial design evaluation. 13y analyzing an explatnation
for why the changes happen, the prohlen solver cotur ficis on firther

0 changes to counteract undesired effects.

,. Many of the programs which perform diagnosis from first principles us,"
similar generate arid test pa rad igms [9]. Comlparat ivr analysis can simplify
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diagnosis of continuous systems (such as analog electronics) in two ways.
Comparative analysis provides a direct test for certain hypothesized faults;
if one suspects a resistor of a low value, comparative analysis can predict
the resulting behavior. If this prediction does not match the observed
behavior, the generator might use the explanation to suggest or rule out
additional candidate faults.

In addition, the specific type of comparative analysis discussed in this
paper, DQ analysis, can be used backwards to generate candidate faults.
If an output voltage measures too low, reversing the inference rules of
section 3 might lead to the hylpotliesis that some capacitor has too high a
value.

A key subproblern of intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) is the automatic
explanation of the behavior of complex systems. Most Al work in this di-
rection has focused on the role of qualitative simulation when explaining
the mechanism through which devices achieve functionality [19,8]. Qual-
itative simulation is a critical componet of explanation generation, but
understanding how systems respowd to changes is also important. One
doesn't really understand the workings of a refrigerator, if one can't ex-
plain the effect of a stronger compressor on efficiency and minimum tem-
perature.

The rest of this paper shows how DQ analysis can solve comparative analysis
problems and produce clear explanations as well. The trick to DQ analysis
is the use of multiple 'perspectives' to define relative change. Inference rules
manipulate these relative change values to generate causal arguments that solve
comparative analysis questions.

The rest of the iitr ,ducti,on explaiins ho w differential qualitative analysis
solves comparative analysis probl,ms Sectioi 1.1 presents more detail about
the spring/block example to illustrate the important notion of 'perspective'.
Section 1.2 introduces a heal exchanger example to emphasize the importance
of considering mull iil: behavioral topologies. Together these two sections show
the range of questions that the differential approach to comparative analysis
can answer. Section 1.3 suggests a different approach to comparative analysis:
a novel technique call,.l exaggerat iom Finally, section 1.4 gives an overview of
the remainder of the paper

1.1 Perspectives

Perspectives are the most .im,,rtant coli'ejt iII )Q analysis: they are best
introduced with an example ('onsid,.r -I ileal spring attached to a block on a
frictionless table (figure 1).

AllI the exanwirs in Ihi pa11 - r, I n a ,I , .n m,r#, have been inipleinented and tested.

.A i i A
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Rest Position X=0 \N1

Figure 1: Ideal Spring Attached to Block on Frictionless Table

The system can be defined in Kuipers' QSIM [151 notation in terms of six
parameters, each a function of time: spring constant -K. mass M, position
X, velocity V, acceleration A, and force F related by Newton's second law
(F = MA) and Hooke's law (F = -KX). Mass and spring constant are
independent parameters that remain at constant values over time. The initial
conditions are specified as follows: MI(O) > 0, -K(O) < 0, V(0) = 0, and
X(0) = to < 0.

This description may now be simulated, but because of ambiguities inher-
ent in qualitative values [14], QSIM produces several possible behaviors for this
system, including ones corresponding to increasing, decreasing, and stable oscil-
lation. Although comparative analysis could be done on all of these behaviors,
for this example. I assume the interpretation of stable oscillation (figure 2).

Now we are ready to pose a comparative analysis problem.

Example 1 What happens to the period of oscillation if the mass of the block
is increased?

The answer is that the length of the period increases:

Since force is inversely proportional to position, the force on the
block will remain the same when the mass is increased. But if the
block is heavier, then it won't accelerate as fast. And if it doesn't
accelerate as fast, then it will always be going slower and so will
take longer to complete a full period (assuming it travels the same
distance).

What kind of information is needed to produce this explanation?7 Take the
first step: "The force on the block will remain the same." Figure 3 shows a real-
valued plot of force versus time. The graph of force in the perturbed system is

q drawn with a dotted line; in the text I will distinguish the two parameters by
calling the perturbed force F.

Clearly, F 0 P as a function of time. The corresponding values of F and
Fare different for almost every possible time. The real meaning of "The force

3
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Figure 2: QSIM Behavior for Stable Spring Oscillation

on the block will remain the same" is that F and F are the same for all values
of X. Although this reparametrization was not mentioned explicitly in the
explanation, it is essential to the soundness of the argument.

In order to allow programs to generate and evaluate explanations like the
* one for the spring and block, it is necessary to take this implicit concept and

make it explicit. I do this with the use of 'perspectives'. Thus the first line of
the argument could be rewritten "If the mass is increased, force does not change

* ./from the perspective of position." Making perspectives explicit is the crucial
Jstep in performing DQ analysis to solve a comparative analysis problem. Once

the notion of perspective is explicit, one can address questions like "Which per-
spective best suits a problem" and "What inferences are sound?" The answers
are not as obvious as they might appear.

For example, consider the 'obvious' inference "Since it is going slower it will

4'
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Figure 3: Actual Plot of Force versus Time

(-. take longer to go the same distance." But what does it mean for the block to be
L going slower? From what perspective is velocity lower? If velocity were lower

from the perspective of time, then the conclusion would indeed be obvious. But
A~t' " just as with the parameter force (figure 3), there are times when the perturbed
,. velocity is not lower than it was in the original system. Once again, position

is the correct perspective. In fact, as shown in section 3. the explanation is

--" correct, but it would not necessarily be so if the perspective was some other

Reasoning about perspectives explicitly, and using sound rules of DQ analy-
: sis (section 3), the CA program has correctly generated the correct solution and

--] an explanation like that shown above. Here is another example which it solves
~by using perspectives in a different way.

5S
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Example 2 What happens to the ifalrnum velocity if the znitial displacement
is increased?

CA generates the justification which can be turned into English as follows:

Since K and M haven't changed, the force on the block is the
same for any position that the block used to pass through. So the
acceleration is the same for any position. But since the initial dis-
placement has been increased, the block will already be moving when
it reaches the old initial position, where previously the block was
stopped. Since the accelerations are the same from here on, and the
block is already moving faster, it will keep on moving faster and will

4have a higher maximum velocity.

The rules which compose this reasoning are explained in sectiun 3.

* 1.2 Changes in Behavioral Topology

The previous section showed how the explicit use of perspectives could determine
the relative change of parameter values and time durations given an initial

perturbation. However, sometimes the perturbation results in change of a morefundamental nature. Consider the heat exchanger shown in 4. Hot oil flows

through the pipe losing heat to the cold water bath as it goes. Figure 5 shows
a possible QSIM behavior that corresponds to the rase when the hot oil reaches
thermal equilibrium just as it exits from the pipe. (Remember that since this
is a qualitative plot, the apparent slope does not imply that these functions are
linear.) Let's pose a comparative analysis problem.

Coolant

Figure 4: [lot Oil Flows Through Heat Exchanger
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Example 3 What happens to the behavior of the heat exchanger if the thermal
conductivity s increased?

The answer is that the oil will more more quickly than before. And since
the oil is flowing through the exchanger at the same rate, it must reach ther-
mal equilibrium before leaving the pipe (figure 6). Thus, unlike the previous
examples where the perturbation resulted only in continuous changes in various
parameters, the perturbation of example 3 caused a discontinuous change: the
previously cotemporaneous 'events' of thermal equilibrium and disgorgement
from the pipe now happen at different times.

I call the switch from figure 5 to 6 a change in behavioral topology. Example
3 is a simple case of topological change: the initial behavior waa inconsistent and
a single new behavior was indicated. However, the situation isn't always so easy.

11 Section 4 describes how perturbations can lead to multiple consistent behaviors
and presents heuristics for determining the most likely resulting behavior.

1.3 Exaggeration

While most of this paper deals with the DQ solution technique to comparativ,
analysis problems, it is worth noting that other qualitative techniques can solve
sirmilar problems. One such technique, called exaggeration (20]. produces expla-
nations that are completely different from those of the differential technique
Consider the question of example 1. "What happens to the period of oscillation

I
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Figure 6: Perturbed Behavior of Heat Exchanger

if the mass of the block is increased?" Compare tbe exaggerated explanatior
with the one generated by DQ analysis.

N~. If the mass were infinite, then the block would hardly move at
all. So the period would be infinite. Thus if the mass was increased
a bit, the period would increase as well.

Exaggeration is a kind of asymptotic analysis-the perturbation is taken to
the limit to make the effect more easily visible. Exaggeration is common in
intuitive descriptions of physical behavior and appears quite powerful. As the
example shows it often results in a concise explanation.

N But exaggeration is subtle. It works only when the system responds mono-
tonically to perturbations. Furtnermore, it requires non-standard analysis to
reason about infinity. It's quite easy to concoct a plausible exaggerated argu-
ment which is faulty, and a careful formalization of the technique is beyond the
scope of this paper. See (20.22) for details.

-~ 1.4 Overview

The next section is foundational-it shows how perspectives are essential to a
meaningful definition of relative change. Section 3 explains how the differential
approach to comparative analysis can be implemented by a number of inference
rules. The rules are proved sound. and their adequacy is discussed. Section
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2 Preliminaries

As my formalism is based on that used by Kiipers for QSIM [15], 1 start out
by summarizing his definitions.

Definition 1 .4 PARAMETER is a reasonable function of time.

See [15] for the actual definition of reasonable function; the intuition is that
of continuity, continuous diff,rentiability, and a finite number of critical points
(places where its derivative is zero). Parameters are denoted by capital letters.
Thus the velocity of a projectile might he described by the parameter, V, which
is a function that maps time to velocityv.

Definition 2 Each parametr has an associatcd st I ofLANDMARK VALUES which
i as a subset of the range of tht param'tcr. The landmark values always include
(but aren't restrictcd to) zero. the ralues of tht parameter at the beginning and
ending times, and the values of the parameter at each of its critical points. A
time, t, is a DISTING UISHED TIME POINT of a parameter P if it is a boundary

eh.'nent of the set of tunes that P(t) : Pi for qorne landmark value pi.

Landmark values are tho,, valies coisidred to he interesting to the human
observer, and the times when t hese values are reached are of interest too. When
a parameter becomes constait for an interval of time, then it will take on a
landmark value for infinite number of time points. This is why the definition
only considers the boundary times distinguished.

Definition 3 A SYSTEM is a set of parameters that are related with a STRUC-
TURAL DESCRIPTION that consists of a finite set of qualitative differential equa-
tions defined using the followiny: timf diffe-r(ntiation, addition, multiplication,
and relation by monotonic functions.

Kmipers' program. QSII. takes a systemn aid a set of initial values for each

of the parameters and produces a set of possible behaviors for the system; the

definitions below describe this behavioral output:

2.1 Qualitative Behavior

Definition 4 Let po < .. < pj Ge the landmark values of a parameter P. For
any time t dcfine th( value of ' at t as:

Q Af t' if P(t) =landinark Pj

Define the direction of Pf at t as:

Y.,

r4
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, inc if ! P(t) > 0
SQDIR(P, t)= std if ± p(t) =O

Sdec if P(t) < 0

Define, QS(P.t), the state of P at t, as the pair: <QVAL(t, t). QDIR(P, t)>

The qualitative state over the interval between two adjacent distinguished
time points is defined similarly.

Definition 5 For any parameter P, the BEHAVIOR of P is a sequence of states
of P:
o QS(P, to), QS(P, to, t1 ), QS(P, ti). QS(P, t.- 1 t.), QS(P, t,)

alternating between states at distinguished time-points, and states on intervals
between distinguished time-points.

Recall that a system contains a set of parameters each with its own land
marks and distinguished time points.

Definition 6 The DISTINGUISHED TIME-POINTS of a system are the union of
the distinguished time-points of the parameters. Thus the state of a system

changes whenever the state of any parameter changes. The BEHAVIOR of a sys-
tem is thus a sequence of systemn-states alternating between distinguished time-
points and intervals.

To perform comparative analysis it is necessary to abstract away from spe-
cific times, since two different systems may have analogous behaviors, but change
states at different times. This is where my formal treatment diverges from that
of Kuipers.

Definition 7 A parameter is said to reach a TRANSITION when its QVAL changes
to or from a landmark value .4 system is said to reach a TRANSITION when any

%- . parameter transitions. Transitions only occur at distinguished time-points, and
. every distinguished time point marks a transition. It will prove useful to be

able to refer to these transitions independent of the time at which they occut.
thus the sequence of transitions for a behavior till be denoted by the set _ .}
Every behavior also has a TIME FUNCTION. 'T, which takes transitions t th,
distinguished time-points when they occur.

The intuition is that each I marks an event which changes tle state of thi
system. When comparing two behaviors. I match them up event by event and
use the time functions to tell whether one system is changing fast,'r or slower-
than the other.

-- . II
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2.2 Comparinig Two Behavir

lo compare two behavijors, they tmst be disin guishiable: I use the htat accent
Vto denote the-second behavior. . hlus 'T denotes the time function of the second

system, and F(T(ji )) denotes the second system's value of F at the time of thle
first transit ion. To simplify the prob lenm of of compjarative analysis, I tart by
only comparing systems with identical structural doscript ions whose behaviors
are topologically equal, as defined below.

Definition 8 The beham'wr's of tw-o systciu., .," and S, ay-e roPOLOGICALLY
EQ U AL if they hare the sa:'ie seqtlcnct of transitiuns, -. ,and foralli
such that 0 < i < k.

A and forall i such that 0 < i < k,

0s - -1 ) h + ) s'- I "(,, ,)

The assumnpt ion of topological equality rules on t possibialit ies like thle block
failing to make a comlete oscillation if its mass was increased too much, but
it does allow a certain pliability. If two behaviors are topologically equal. their
respective sets of landmarks share- thle sanme ordinal relationships, hut the un-
derlying real values for thle landmarks can be dliff'erent.

Section 4 explains biow this assunmption cami 1we relaxed, but even with it, the
problem is nont rivial. ('onsidir t wo osc ilia( irig spring- block systems. Event if the
blocks have different mass and the spring constants differ, thle two systems have
topologically equal behavior. Yet the relatit r values of parameters such as period
of oscillation miay be dIifferenlt. These are, the first changes that comparative
analvsis must determuine.

Before I can explain the tec Iniiws t.ir pwifiining conmparat ive analysis, I
need to present a notat ion for describing t h, desired ,ut put It's easy to compare
the values of parameters at transit ionl polits:

Deffiition 9 Giten aI paranuter. V ayill a t rnntuon define the RELATIVE
CHANGE (RC) of I" at - , as followsI.5

F-f, if >(TTi,)):
IjI, if 1F -')=b('Thy'j)

-4, If mFT-,) < iF(-T(-, w)

For example. If I lIt two sj ring-t Hock s' tttsi ri, 1oth started withI negati~v
displacemient and zero xolocityv (1f i.. < (I anud V =0), tlh-ir first tratnsit ion

Swould occur when X rac bed zero 'Ib it1 ntat i' allows otne t'i express that tlit,
second block is moving slow(r at tl, , IIuI! ''t ralitioti: V1 It is, Imiportant
to distinguish lit rf-lat iv. chuatugi' wo

t
;0it f~ r,,m stait-enett about valuies and

1 '

. . .. .



derivatives. Even though IV4,, QVAL(V 'T(-,)) is positive, and QDIR(V, T(1 ))
is std.

The curious reader may wonder at the use of absolute values in this defini-
tion. Relative change could also be defined by comparing signed values. I call
the approach of definitions 9 and 11 MAGNITUDE SEMANTICS and the alternate
approach SIGNED SEMANTICS. The two approaches are theoretically equivalent.
However, since magnitude semantics appears somewhat more natural and sin,-
plifies various proofs, it is the default for the rest of the paper. In the places
where signed semantics proves advantageous, it will be mentioned explicitly.

2.3 Comparing Two Behaviors over Intervals

It turns out to be somewhat more complicated to compare two behaviors ovr
the intervals between transitions. What does it mean to says that one curve is
lower than another over an interval? To do pointwise comparison, some notion
of corresponding points is necessary.

The intuition for the requisite comparison is displayed in the explanation of
spring behavior that was presented in section 1.1.

If the mass of the block increases, the force on the block is the
same. ...

Yet this doesn't mean force is invariant as a function of time-that isn't
true. Consider the time when the small block is at its rest position; the spring
applies no force. But since the large block is moving more slowly, it won't have
reached the rest position and so there will be a force applied.

What the statement means is that force is invariant as a function of position.
For every position that the block occupies, force is equal in the two systems,
even though the two blocks occupy the positions at different times. Although
parameters are defined as functions of time, they often need to be compared
from the perspective of other parameters. Here it proved advantageous to con-
sider force as a function of position. Although people understand arguments
that leave these changes of variable implicit, tile notion must he made precise
and explicit if computers are to perform comparative analysis. The notion of
perspective is foundational.

Definition 10 A parameter, X, is called a COVERING PERSPECTIVE ocr a
transition inf rral (yo, yi+l ) when thf following three conditions hold:

1. QDIR(X, T(j,).',+) std
2 XI,

3, V\ll,
When just the first condition holds, X is called a PARIAL. PERSPECTIVE

11
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W~hen a parameter, X. is a partial perspective, it is strictly monotonic so its
inverse X exists. This mneans that It is possible to reparameterize any other
parameter, F, by composing it with the Inverse:

Fx(.r) = F(X-'(x))

When X is a covering perspective, then Ex and Fx have the same domain.
Covering perspectives will prove especially important in the inference rules of
section 3.

De-finition 11 Gicn ai parameter F,. partial persprctive X. and a transition
interval (,i, fi,), let Fx denote F as a fun ction of X. Let U be the intersection
of the domains of Fx and fx

U = (N(T(-t,)), X(T(yi,))) f(n(y)) T(+))

Define the RELATIVE CHANGE (RC) of F ourr(-t ,+ 1) from the PERSPECTIVE
of X as follows:

*1Fj ,j+1) if Vx E U IFx (x)I > IFx (xr)
Fjj(j~j+,) if Vi E U Fx (x) I F x

F (,+1 if Vx E U IFx (.r) < Fx (x)l

In other words, force is 11 from the perspective of position, if for all positions
that are assumed in both simulations (Vx E U1) the corresponding forces are
equal. The definition of partial perspective sa~s when is it possible to use a
parameter as a perspective: section 3 adldresses the question when is it useful
to do so.

2.4 Time as a Perspective

Although comparisons of parameters tlit Ihai e 1een reparaineterized by per-
spectives are more uoinniion, soinet tines is is us--fiil to comp~are via corresponding
times. To keep notation consistent, I will call this 'using time as a perspective.,
The goal is to come uip with a ineaningful defittition for P(, +)and the other
RC values.

One problemi is that tilt Iumat ii oflit' two time Intervals might bedIifferent
If so time acts as a partial lttrslwctif V iw (iamitift -s only over timte in the
shortest interval. Another prdlen is Ilit t IW( Iinsil ion Intervals umight
start at. diff.'romt tiriles. inI fact tqw ini:.rval migtht ond before the othier starts,

-g-, 'ly)> T(-i,+, I 1w sohiiti'tii is Ito ;divn OwI iit(er,;is befo)re qiantil\ mug



Definiition 12 Given a parpameler P and an interval (j~,yi+1 ). Let U =(0,d)
where d = INTy 1 )- T(yj), (yj+1 ) - 'T(jj))). Define the RELATI\'E

CHANGE (RC) of P over (mji -y~ from the PERSPECTIVE OF TIME as followls:

Iftj+I) if Vt E IP( , + t)j > IP(T(7 i) + t01

PII(uj+l) if V1 E IT P(T(Ii) + 01f = IP(T(-Ii) + t0J

P4.i~l if Vt E U IP(T(j,) + t)I < IP(T(y j) + t)l
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3 Differential Qualitative Analysis

T his sect in presents a numii ,i .r f ri- fI' ,, t. lt Ing atinamuatla t jg IC
valu tes. d,'scrIb.s Ihow I In, rai aIt r,-m ,l *rj rat-d I Ito a t- i p kit er program,
a nd evalutates Ih If- r, grains parfa .rtaaiarI

"*' lit,' daurat it nui. 1, rinaliz,- liaItat a.'aaal, rate times Ititue

" Tfit int rvalI la raat iv,' rile- I .Xr'ss' Ia-, ri-a II n a I t~ifp Ihwt weeu it it- dri va -

I iv. a ial( attaI ,r , g ia ,r, tI . j I, 1--a. s t( ,I ligIr %-a'lo4Mit N

" IThe' tratasitiot -v ,' it,,a. rail,' I 1 a It t, final %alue of a deriN at avf like

* 'Ihle self rcferent-e rule says t hat . r% ;arenawl,*r appears unchanged1 from

Its ow% if perspec t 1a '.

" 'het pe~rspec , flippinag railA r, a I i .air I d i ata I pi 'rs 1a)ea'tivs

" 'I he transition anal mfitrrval anm-tat, riles -sa Ili,- reaario nslal bf-wean

" T[he enad if ht.' ruil. %a., thait ath thlinag, haig -qiial a paaraimete'r

changes ithor,'. Ititc Ia ngcr it I., ,IIAIL I ( I ag

" lh. onfes awn 'lr taerail. jana'alaais Ah liildafa-ts when a jiaraunater is

dt'fitied Lit terns 4f it'lff

* * l"iTe umultiplicationu rail,' d,,tacalisirai. 'a li itIlih famili;ar rules o~f ajualitat iv.
anithitatir applv to HC' value's a." wAl-l as.a~avta.

Fach of life raaa.'s ncr. pres. ni-t -s ti nar.ia-ilaca lco. aire' la,n sonda For
'-11nilcity, however. th te nita'r,,stiig sAi, jiffiHain jar-ifs ija~e 11'f-1i iuirlideal'(

fi this paper I 1w. rail.' hlia- I-l aj.-ii ia. in'i as part of I 'A a'/ 71 1ANrs

program whirlh solves a iiiajrat iX. anal ' ais jr I aI,'ms uising D Q ainal 'is(
uses a roust raIti pr, (.~t ar It la-r, i Ii~ Ii i t I 'u-is ftI li's.' rubIs I lit r,.-swIi Jig

dependency st raic ir, a'An I - tr~a iialat I I iit ,aa [Iti1gli expdauiat11 1 au or is,-ad

by an explanat Iot a l;sa'a g.-ta-r cli,.'r Ali If, mvh ('A is inconijlete ( I here ar.'

some problemns at for %%hich- Ift t '1 ii !-s %%it- it sl d aig 1,it aloes aiasw'r and

iniiieyexplain a largo' cass -5fr Bln.. ,,taai'.e t hae riut's leaeie'II jlrveii
cca)rrea-t 'A is guau;rartt rda to r, al t. l tj. a-i -n'iaaisaiams

3.1 Duration 1 ile

I is- rule is t~wh a-sis far Ila -i a.%% rlt-a Jill, fa-i1 a' li-itire ''jutals rat.- tune'

durilon If thev rat.- is 'AA wer irai' h, '' ld 'aaail.-iaata' Ownr it ",Ill fak, t,,iKer
I-go like. saric. ahastataa' \it h, , 1 i 1,1, i -- iii ,I is. ja.r~-rs I iX 's crl.

r.qiehtoa rtak' pr-" Is,- th, i 1- 1 -ii ,I rait'- as 4l .%-or this iaak*'' it stiihtla'

lit-foart, I raii stit.- it, h.- f a .t Owa aia'- adt- ,I .l~~ia- aist 1a- 1taa' ih-Ir
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Definition 13 Let X be a parameter which is increasing and ;,,sitie (or de-
creasing and negattrelP over the transition ne rial(?, ' ,+ ). )e]ine ls l. N t

BY X over (it.' i+,) as the rtlatzue change of the distance tratehd oitr X oItI
the interval as shown in the following table:

Starting RC Value

Ending f ? f

Value 4 . . ¢

Note that the parameter X has a double purpos-, in this lie(r.in it li;is t
as its time derivative, and it is also the perspective fr(,n which V is swotei It) V
III the following, it may be hipful to think of ' as velocity. and .\ as position

Proposition 1 Duration Riidl
Le t V and X be pararn te rs such that X is a partial pe rs pirtve or .
(irfl V . , V4, ,+,' and I I, IA NC-BYX4, ,I then I( , )-'T(

• ": + - . . the duration of(-h.. ) tiall incroa.,

Proof: Note that th proof it n lv "ls: ' # I prove the case III
whith DIS [A N(V-BY. . 1  IiThis "Iluivalent to requiring X to bI, a
perspective. Let a = ('T() and.l b = .X(T(-+l )) Sinc- X is a ,
perspoctlVt. X has all iiivnrst' funriilo takinig position to tImi

\- (a,b) - ,T(.,,

The funiction X - also exists. has tli satne dortiin, atid a ptsillibr,till• X
ranige ('T ( ,,) T ( , 1 ) d,'l/llitlOll 1, 4U(, + Ill- ails,

IifA-'(.r))I < V(Xa'(x)) Vr b)

'(rnsider th' case.' where I > 0, this ilpliis that all valie. 4 V arc gr,,at',r
than zero hieeauts othitr,.,, th two sYsteniis would hale dit[,.r,.nt trausitl-
vi nlat gi tile topological .,iI;ihty ctSS.IIIIIptI)n Thi,, niasll. that

it~~~~ f A n Ii J t (./

I hi . ,-inin,-n w m i I, ( I- i 'liHI "t in, , rti! d
Ii,- -sine whe-re V ' i ldi1e i ijiti it'iv 11' n~i~. A-... o. Ir-, 't e.r-d

% ii runnitr
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so:

But by the chain rule, the tifne derix a t%.(e of X N at ix is I So:

A~'b) N'o)> X' - A'(b ) > (I

'Thus: T (-j+l ' j (~) > 'T(I,+1 I- I tIher words. flit, tirate(n 4ofithe

Interval increases. 0
It would be nice if one could show I hit tilt, duration rule was sound if tlte

premie wasweakned t h (I ,J;1  f i men arbitrary covering perspective
P. However, fte following Iprt posit ion shows that this is false; just because

1for a perspective X doesn't mean that there doesn'tI exist soine' ot her

perspective Z such that Pft' 1

Propositioin 2 Nonl U niquieness
6iT i a system r th jiararnefh rs 1'.X, V, aid / siih ti /i X.V tlld Z arf' cel'-

ering persiptctves over, (-, th, len it is possible that PIV('l an d j,

a nd P~U' 1+

The examiple slowit in figiurt 7 illiirates, Th ro vtietuto le thin
lines indicate tilie valIues of rtiet first systemii whlile the dc ,ttel lines, itidic ate tite
valuie cf the se-onld sy.steml Tic. first r')"w sin ,ws t hat front ilie timne perspective
flie, behav ii r of P dcmssn'lt Iiige' lie Sec timd r(," sho.ws thle relan ve change of
he perspectives. 'Ilhe thlird ro" .,.icts /)t1' I) and 1 'z

Alt houigh il aspee4- f1 l ltii- ay eji st rang.'. it is actuiall inevitable
After all,. vervt lung i% relat i%- t taw s l'~ m Imaginc a ma'r ine which
houirly legs flt-e linc';trlt mrr,,;eiiig cite iriti 4f alcoho)l in a ferenrtation
tank It prouices Ilic 4o~ 'wnme'n' tc ie'siireriie-iits 0 (12 0I 04, 0I 06, 0t 08
etc Buat li Ili' itl-riti, al tauik I'il'~i, I.~ Leiima hllt li'Ls a lefefct iv in' '-r
with. runls I'" 4,%%k Mi 1,t ('lts Ow i.te :isiir, iiietit Altlitiigli the ft-rerir-ialiteti
is proceeding it thle same pare li I-, ;eIs tIlt- -c-intd log will read t0 03,
1 6. 1) 1-9. 0 12 -et -- I isj thI pi' lain 'j't wlI, ttlv sees thle alcohol-lim e
iirve freon1 iti. e'rsj1- Ict 1\ 1 *t Til, I''i~gli ! h, \Ict- iliiglit think Ilat s 'id tank
%:%.' f'-ril.iitingV tilt, kix- * 1e 111.1f l Oi w I 1111% reel hinge wvat a ' l wi
it t ilie speed .,f t li, tiumig Ili, 1.

3.2 Derivatit~e'I Pitie
I h-, rd.',- melj -l 1,tr m iro r, 1 1 it t eii~ I, rp i ii, I lie, first wo(rk-se%-r
i-rvals andt 'iw'~-r: I 1.relits Il Allie it nt''ei ridpl 'hits Thi. mtmnlen

h-,rIt te tirI i-' i i 1 til T 1,1 , -I" I? li t i I f i it iI tl r l i it II el V;A ItI

r ilie i it-r :i Ii, ii ' li, pF t o , wt-l 1rIl itv l AsaI%

%'
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11 the ubiquity of perspectives complicates the matter. Note the special role of X\
I both as perspective and second integrand of ..

I Proposition 3 Interval Derivative Rule
i Lei .A. V, and X\ be parameters such that A4 = d ,' , I = d .\. and V is a
, ~covering perspective over (,,?+) Furthermorr lId A- and V" be positirf ,,terIthe interval I) IfIVft,, .44, and A X

II

Proof- The chain rule makes this rule considerably harder to prove than the
duration rule. It suffices to show that there exists some position such that

. . )11', < V, for a)) positions up to and including this position Once it is known
;that V goes down, the san-e argument can be used to show that it contitius to
- go down Thus it will stay down until ,, is reached

dt I

Let
d t

.4 can be exprestd aa function of X

Deriatv R

' ? ,7 ,q ,'q/.', '"-,".P ro p o sition-, -," -, - 3-; In terv al. , .-.,-.-•-.- - •,-. . . -. . .. . o . . . . . ..
- Let" " f, A edz''£ ";~ Z ' r,:, A. 1'., and .,"be pauer s.. ch_ t.', t ,.. ;. ,,. .'V' .;. '.,..,..-. .. ;, ...".-,. .'.".

-- mm mm m m m um ~ u 'coveri 'ng m'
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Since A
4J, an A4 x~y it I, th l ise t It;iT f'r al~l x Ill the )za~f open interval

71 1 (2)

,IF' it'itIng '2 fit I I.- dn1, i ntr fl

S.

7f 1)t ( 1 1)

Aiii I I- c-ititlit, eq1 a u t l1 3h ld1 ovir ai lii f open Interval which may be
%writ tell au.' '(.I f r I Iti. c I w iitjli.w h thi flit, quat ion holds over tine closed
mitirval rii di' wherv .1 ai + B ut by the letinitiomi of r, for any' rfi E [a, dj

7( for all4 x ,I

S ) fir ail I.r ". ill

r) x

-1lifts by t hei (iftit I-It 'f -r .ill J. aI

t\ ((X i '

A hov4 I p' ,ill I it. Ilip ii r 'idf .\ It1 b as pf-rsjpvr I ve a nd st-cond
iit'-gra wt. ofA I fi is tlat ural I. "~k il fi, lilt, r%;I 1--riativc rid.c i,, Ir f..r
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- If the object i,, accelerating slower, then its terminal velocity will be

smaller.

* Iftheobject is accelerating at the same rate b;ut starts wit h a slower initial
velocity. its trmiinal v.locrity will be smaller.

* If the object accelrat ,s for a slhcrter distance. then it will finish going
slower.

Proposition 4 Transition Derivative Rules

Let A, 1. and X b( parameters such that .4 =LL V. V = X\ is a partial
pcripectire oter (,,. ,.+i), and both .4 and V are positire over the inten-al. If

on( of the follownq conditions is true.

t4 , and A 1  and DISTANCE-HYXII,,,+

xx
* (A t, A AJ)., +I ) and V'J$, and DISTANCL"-BY.X'IL 1 ,+I1

* DISTANCE-BY\J JI,,+1  and V4L, and .-All(,+ I

then 1'4,+,.

The rule is quite a mouthful, but that is simply beca use it is very general.

3.3 Perspective Rules

4 These rules deal with establishing RC values for perspectives and switching
between them. The first is very simple, but turns out to be quite important.
The intuition is that if the plant manager was foolish enough to try and use the
logging devices to log their own speed, he wouldn't get a useful result. Bth
the normal and slow machines would record that they turned one full revolution
during each revolution of the timing motor.

Proposition 5 Self Reference Rule
For any parameter P, if P is a coer 9inq perspective oer ( ,, ,+l ) thtn t'1lJ ,+1

The perspective flipping rules switches between perspctives. The int uition
is that flipping perspectives (i.e., X P to Px) flips to J. if both parameters are
positive and increasing over the interval.

Proposition 6 Perspective Flipping Rule
If the parameters X and P are valid perspectirs over (n,. 1 ), the sqn of X
equals the sign of I orr the interv-al, and .\>, ,+ tht n,

+ 1t 3 ,+, if Q IR(.Yk.i(-1,).T(-,,+i)) Q)Ilt(1 T P)T(,+)
PjA+ if QDIR(.\'.T( ,).'T(j,+j)) = ( ,),'T,+

If tht sign of X is the opposth of the sign of I' the is th( 1? t aliues a r( t ye is-t,

'21%
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Proof: I will prove the case) wre bath Xi and P arc increasing; the other cases
* are almost 'identical. Let a = X('T( %) ) ind ) =' V (T('yi~ i)). For an arbitrary

* z E (a, b) 3p such that X( P-' (p)) = x because, J) is a covering perspective, and
thtus onto. L.et t, P '(p), andt let

Byv the definition of Xf( +1 it follows thtl 7 > xr. Let to X 1 I(x). Sine

X is increasing to < I IAgain becausc P is n~ito. 3[ such t hal ~ to So

.(Pf (p-)) = x. Now. I- < 1) because

and P is increasing. But this mnics that

P (Y Ix)) < P(X '(x.))

4and since x was arbit rary, it fellows, t t )4x-+

3.4 Constants

Frequently a syst-im will contain a fewx constant parameters whose values never
change. The following rules are a sinilile way to express relationships between

constants in the notation of coriparat ive ana lysis. The in tuiition is that since
perspectives just scale time, and constants don't change over time, all perspec-

in either vat (i.e. the alcohol concent rat ioni was constant in both vats), and the
concentration of alcohiol was higher in %at two, then bothI logging devices would
agree on this even though their tinming mnotors differed.

Proposition 7 Transition Constant Milt
If a parameter K is a constaiit ouer (1, -,+, ), nd I< ,i then K~h+1 .

Proposition 8 Interval Constant ile
If a paramieter h: is a run~stant oi r-r (>. - + ), and IQ, then for all parameter.,
P, if P is a coring persprlnr ntr Ihf interval ^ti -J+t ), then Kfr[X+W)

E 3.5 Rules with Tin-e as a Perspective
It is very common for onet, pararnet *r to lit the, len ative of aunt her with respect
to t i ne. W~hen it is 1 )os~ibir to reai~nn ale t t hose relations froin lie perspe t ive
o~f timue, greater power is achivel bec-aus, ilie. chaiin rule udoesn't interfere as it
does in the derivative rule. Thei only drawback is lie fact that th-se rules are
less frequently applicable.

The first rule says thait If the a jaa nmter i.s Jft i thle perspective 4f t une.
an(l the dutrat ion of the I nterval is in.reasmng. then thle parameter will have
iloitiged inor' lv ften )l fthlei.

21 2>
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3.7 Implementation

To test the theory of DQ analysis. a progral calhcd CA has been written on a
Symbolics lisp machine. When a user selects an example, CA runs QSIM [15]
on the example to produce a sot of qualitative behaviors for the examllpl,. The
user selects a behavior and also a set of Iuitial RC perturbations. CA translates
the QSINI behavior and pert urbations iiit,) oAPlN4 assertions. At this point AIRK
forward chains using the propositions describd earlier in this section.

Each of these propositions is inplenicnted as an ARK rule or more than
one if the proposition used disjunction or negation. For example, the duration
rule (proposition 1) is encoded as the three ARK rules of figure A. The various
definitions and propositions require about sixty ARK rules.

(: (AND (D/DT ?X ?v) ?v is the derivative of ?x
(DISTANCE-BY ?x (?start. ?end) deq) 7:, travels the same distance
(ac '?v (?start ?end) '?c (P- ?x)) the RC of ?v is ?c from
(OPPOSITE-RC ?C "?oc)) the partial persp. of ?x

(DURATION (?start ?end) 'oc) if ?c is ft, ?oc is
duration-rulel)

(z: (AND (D/DT ?X ?v)
(DISTANCE-BY ?x (?start ?eud) ?oc) if ?x travels ?oc distance
(RC ?v ('?start Tend) ?c (P- ?x)j and V's RC agrees
(OPPOSITE-RC ?c ?oc))

, (DURATION (?start ?end) ?oc) then the duration is ?oc
duration-rule2)

(z* (AND (D/Dr ?X ?v)
(DISTANCE-BY "x (?start 7?enh) ?oc) if ?x travels 'less' distance
(RC ?v (?start ?,nd) deq (P- ?x))) and V doesn't change

(DURATION (?start ?end ) loc) thoi the duration is 'less'
" duration-rule3)

iI ' Figure 8: Propositions Are Eurodod Directly Into ARK Rules

vfhie sinplicity of the transformatin from proposition to ARK code provide's
confilence in the soundness of the inplomettation. And the fact that most rules
g,'t used in each oxplaiatin, ,st;hlislics thoir utility.

Since it is an initial prototype, ('.\ taikes ii,, use ofcotrol rules. All possible
forward chaining in ferences are made isilig e.very possible perspective. Despite
this. computation rart.ly ,xc,., k iniiuit' on any ()f the problems tested. If

4
AHK1 is i d-s,cndu 4 A.\ td) [:t! i ld,',, 111-, I,y 1ttwi. Sh -I- and 0,1,
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larger problems were to be attempted, some form of control would be desirahl,
Backward chaining from a goal pattern might increase efliciency. There appears

to be no reason why the schemes of [4,24] could not be applied. Possible heuris-
tics include preferential investigation of certain perspectives and av(oidance of
certain computationally explosive rules like the perspective-flip rule.

Another technique to speed up reasoning is explanation based generalizat ion
[16,5]. Following the approach of [13]. 1 implemented a postprocessing learning
routine that takes CA explanations and produces new ARK rules which may he
added to the ones presented above. While these new rules are independent of
any particular domain (i.e., springs), they are optimized to solve a specific ,lass
of comparative analysis problems. Less general than the rules presented abov,
the new rules are considerably more general than the specific explanation fromi
which they are derived. Although I have completed the EBG implementation.
the empirical evaluation of EBG's ability to increase DQ processing efficiency
remains as an area for future research.

3.8 Differential Analysis Suffices for Most Examples

Since ARK maintains justifications for all its assertions, it is possible to generate
explanations for CA's conclusions. Consider the spring/block example. The
question here is: "What happens to the period of spring oscillation if the mass
of the block is increased?" The system is defined in termns of six parameters:
spring constant -IV, mass M, position X, velocity V, acceleration A, and force
F obeying the following equations:

A Ti~

V d ~ X
F = MULT(M,, A)

F = MULT(-K, X)

" !t sidWT

dtT- K = s Id
* The initial conditions are specified as follows: M (O) > 0. - '(O) < 0, V(0)

0. and X(0) = x0 < 0. Since energy conservation is not made explicit in the
equations, QSIM produces several possible behaviors for this system. Although
comparative analysis could be done on any of the behaviors. I assume in thisII example that the user selects the interpretation corresponding to stable oscilla-

'-a" ,tion.
Now the user selects the perturbation. Because some parameters depend oin

one another, not all parameters may be perturbed. The situation is analogous
to the problem of specifying a unique solution to a differential equation wherer values must be given for the independent parameters and a set of boumilary
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conditions provided. InI th II,. xainpi .11 and - K are idependent. while valu
for X and V, are needed as hoary ( onilii is I'h us to specify a comlparartilye
Analysis problemi thotse flour paratnt ttrs ii , dc toe gi'.el Initial ht(. values,'

For this examiple, tie( perturbation orists iif tt followIig Initial RC values.

Given this input, ('A correct Iv dtcl~v ithi tlt- block will take longer to

* reach the rest position (X A U) fromi its o)riginal negative stretched posit ionl.
Figure 9 shows thle explanation that (A -ent-rat, s: this is created by throwing
away atll perspective lit foriiat ionl Ot' co pu OIII t at li I Is, flInIishIe d. I hla v allnot1at ed
the explanation withI tlit natiils of nuloti i~t in acli s1.1

Assuming \1 is increased:
X doesn't change antI (sfl f-reftircnce rule)
K doesn't change and (Iiitcr-ral ronstant rule)
F equals -K times X
So F doesn't c ha nge (mul1 tiplica tion rtil(r)

an
MI increases aiid (intertal constant rUle)
F equals MI tiimes A
So A dtc reases . 'IIIulltplicataon 11ult

So V dec rases (ft utrative rutc)
So thv t i ic drat ion inc reasts. (duiration rule)

Figure 9: (' Gerierat ti
1 Fxplaiiit iou foir S priiig with Heavier 13lock

At present CA has lteeii tested for mjultiple pertirlat ions onl over a dozen
exanipltsincludingttli' (' c ircutilt showi lin fioire, 10) Whlile it always terniinates
andI never produ ces aii Incorrect a Cwr A doesin't necessarily dedutce R

* values for every parametcr.

* 3.9 Differential Analysis is Incomrplete

As is explained in the sections below, different types of ambiguity are the cause
4 for the incompleteness of 1)Q analysis. Yet DQ Analysis handles amiiigiiitv dif-

ferently from other forms of tqualitat ive reasoning. For exampli~e, wblen QSIMN is
faced with amubiguit y About a paramyeter's v-alue, It branchles, spawning Iherhia ll
three new behaviors: one with tie pararm-t er equal to a laundmiark value. (int.

'The chtice of these f.mtr paraTif-ter'S is S01tttWhai arbitrars. Ntatllltizia all it ouald ie
equially reasonablte to c(ose.*A itnstead (of V ,t but this d tts zi,,t make pht t v~i-a -- nsv: it cwmo
intutively itip')Ssittie to) dirl--il , ff!ect ;vec'* tr~i in. 'Sill" 11tt're is it,, waS to de'tsue tit

from the differentiat cri4tiat i(mr rnt~el. it is -senit iAt ft ,r (he persctt %h t list rtiwts thle ni, i t,
annt ate the strivivoral liescrivit ion w iti the listif 'i atisatll i t ls paranlte"r illtthis
case,. the four list-1t attote.
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/. Figure 10: An RC Circuit Based on the Wheatstone Bridje

"'"greater and one less. QSINM can do this because the nature of inequality guar-

antees that either A < B, .4 = B, or .4 > B. While this is true for RC values
.e~l •at transition points, it is not true for RC values over interlals.

I 'e'"Proposition 12 Non- Exhaustivity
tGitaven two parameters, t and P such that P s a coverin perspectte over an

interval i-y,, -t,+, ), it is not necessarily the case that one of t" ,+ . 141 ,
or, V,+ holds.

Proof: Appendix A provides an example which proves this statement CD
lhus unlike qualitative simulators, DQ analysis can not branch when faced

with uncertainty, it simply acts mute. The following sections explain the three
factors that can cause DQ analysis to fail to predict all of the relative changes in
a perturbed system: ambiguous questions, ambiguity resulting from the quali-

• tativw arithmetic, and the lack of a useful perspective.

3.9.1 Ambiguous Questions

Some questions simply don't contain enough information. For example: "'What
would happen to the period of oscillation, if the mass of the block was heavier
and the spring was more stiff?" There is no answer to this question because
it is inherently ambiguous. The increased mass tends to increase the period,
but the increased spring constant tends to decrease it. Thus the duration might
increase, decrease or remain unchanged.
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3.9.2 AmIxiigiiity Itutrilieda lNl Qizalitat ivv A iit1lIiii Vi

(,t qukaItative- ria;t1CiitlV. It 'Ii nil n It,,i 'uirpiri'.ing t at aililligvl? c .usi a

pr ldein liere as Nt11 1 It pr, ltli c t ,t. ' I I" 1. t thIat qlialtlif a1 a it'es
t 4 which W( ' alues art anl itaiict i ii, t f'. rm a group ovePr aeddit I'm)1 I%(
As a result , unique iiverses i.- notA :wa t. I't , al it is freqiieritlv impioissible
to l 10eriline t kv litialitt m%'. vai f a I.navi r~

Fo\r exanijl., coniiir il. pqrmLii 1 1,k ,\ll .f' ii[wlast '''itlii l4U112 aiialv-
si, correctlY pr...dict, tHit tit,- i-k wIll I k, 1. nor I . reachli ill tirsl rnilil lo,

t lit, Hlock's rest 1,, lt i l iti b t lite -i 4n' -I s I iz tI I i r-eIit ire-s IF, i n rtI ita.iits

St arting fr 'tm a negat ive initial ptosit Ii. V IlIox) l's Io (,ero. theni I , a posit Ief

nmaximumn thlt-i to zero., and ilill ti its., gti p '1it Ii 1Because (1 alnibigiu-

Itv Ini the extremie posit oris of A, l)Q ;ialvsis 'ait ma~ke no prediction about

duration of these las( t hr,-e tran.isiton i rXI \% it% 0s t hiis? Because of h fe
qualitat ive arithmet ic , t Is impossil. I0 iShow\ I ht X j! . i,,%. tiat X sweeps out
the samne distance when the miass is inc tea.e I Because of thiis. AX is iiot known
to be a covering perspecotiv ,.) lie, lerival ive andi duration i lieorenis can not he
used. Thius there is no way to (leteriiine die lW(%,tile for the whole period.

Thlis problem is di1rectly aiiaogoiis to QSIM\ls predict ion of spurious behiav-
iors [1-51. Given a Hlooke's Law d,'sc ipt ion of ti!,. spriiig/ block, QS I pIrodue

many possible behaviors lin add it ion to f lie, ,orrect desc ript ion of stahle oscil-
lat ion. Furthermore, the( I)Q problemi canl be alleviated in the samec way that -

Kuipers caused QSIM to disregard behiaviors other than stable oscillation -by
augmenting the st ructuiiral dest-ript ion withi equhat ions dfesc ribing conservation
of energy. .Now CA (a in ill iice tia t s ince potential energy is equtal to force
timnes distanice. increasing flht- block's miass ha\ yes tot al energy untc hanged. I his
allows it to recognize X as a coering pnietieandl deduce that the dulrat ion
increases for each of the( period's f-ur tranllsltin intervals

3.9.3 No Uselftil Perlspective

Other qi. stiolis are ec oi d.eifiticult to) aiis.wer "What would hiappeni to filie

period of oscillat ion if tit lienit i;e displacemient is increased]"' Sinice people have

trouble with this quest 01. it shouild it ho surpjrising that l)Q analysis cannot
answer tite questiin eithe r. lii fiti fit . nsvrIs ''perioul oes 110 chiaitge' bult
flie on ly way to Show tis is to s;olvet t it,, dfifftereia I qiiatioii fitr in equia lion for
period and notice that it is Inlepeneit (f aimplituide. I'lit' (filittv is rooted

lit the fact that. no us%(fubil pfrspo~i/it rrist, t(. provide, a hianidle onl thte prothlemi

'I hiere is no systeij liaramiftr 1) w-hili tat Il ('b';irlv X won't work as a
perspective, since it donesn't sweep 011 lie ilti range inl t ie( two ca-ses. Ill fact,
it is easy to prove, that no art ificial perstecit, ce -ild stif'.lie, eqttatwlni

P 1. ts
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Proposition 13 Given the d(fiaztton of V as spcified abore for the spring/block

ezample with X.o, let t1 = T(j ) and t1 '( 1 ). Th~re are no continuou,

real valued, functions P, k such that

P(O) =P(O) = po A
P(ti) l'(t) = A, A

-. .((P-1 (p)) = V(P-.i.(p)) Vp E (Po, p)

Proof: Since Xf"0. initial potential energy is higher in the perturbed system,
so kinetic energy is greater at I I This means that 11, i.e..

"(t1 ) = C1 > v = V(t 1 )
iS.

Because V and V are continuous

lin Cm(t) = i,-
t - iT

and

lim V(t) = vi-% t t1

* - Similarly,

lirn P- I(p) =jjh

P-Jt

4 and

lim P-I(p) =P
p-p,

Thus

lir(V(P'(p)) - V(P-I(p))) = i - v, $ 0
P)pi

So there exists some q E (po, Pi) such that

V(P(q)) = V(P-(q))

03
Thus there is no function, P, that can act as a perspective such that VI1).

This really shouldn't be very surprising. After all, the block really does move
faster. The only reason that the period is unchanged is that the increased
velocity is exactly counterbalanced by the increased distance the block must
travel. It would be foolish to try and claim the velocity doesn't increase when

_' it does. Instead, an intuitive explanation should account for the balance of the
change in velocity and distance. This type of explanation is outside the realm
of DQ analysis, and probably beyond the abilities of qualitative physics as well.

[ , , 29
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iJ.3.10 Extensionis for Diagitosis

A inat ura I ip11it-tiiat i i -oro-Iii a ral o' ;i : iI. L- IL a ~it( i.,I I , Kit of

Ci(Mt Inntl s I I ie ( ti ! , . aniti g I.I L , r. i r 11 Its U. ;,itr~.t i t -st , i a
starilarkI paraIligiti f, r I a r, ,a r,,i~ri I .3 oi ~ididitc tjt ar( pr-p-s.

t 11n evaltilt'il ti st- if' tIl,' pmrl fir Ow fAiiiv% niasiireiitwtit. like ;ill
f, rns of cotii 1 ar~ti, )Q)i Ai I)( -i;ii '-is ;MliI. is UJd tt-st aliaiiae
falls that call lit-I d nCil :1, Jrtlirliai'Ij ,If -tiI'iiii paramni-ters Ili th,

devire. Ili addit ii. li iv.'tr. I)Q :il h'- iLS !11 1-1 Itti to) VtnI#rZAtCI i~siS

oif randidate, fauilts. I ii.- kt I, ti) rimn h, 1)(2 iit,-r,-i- nc, uts ill re'verse Flr
example, the iliiratoi nutl- ,.A
Priopositioni 1 Dirition, R tile
Let V and XV be piiramir r sio h f/ th Na I i ira pcrs/a lfii-c oVer

GIve I C It Vvi Xft I. 1( (11 Xt ,~ 4+ thevn the duratton of

% ~A natuiral quest ion is ('an I Ili diiratiul riile It rtvrsiil.' Is the, c(ira~trse
sound'."*

Conjic ture 14 Cotivcise 0 miat ion RIv
Let V and X be pa in rilit vs Giift V = \ 'IA I I -1 HI ANCIIK HY X4L., If

the diuration iof they)1>i/ v VVf'+

U n fort u atttlI.,h iv _ onver-se I., fa Iso. as a re IIit- c onvt,-rscs for tot her imnIportan t
rules such as Ihe. various derivative rides 'The problem re-sults from all Ililicit
closed world assutrpt ion used in reversing t hic rude thFat one of' t i' three FIC
values, ft 4. or 11, always applies. P ropositijont 12 showed that tis was false.

Of course everv transit ion interval i:ouili he broken into pieces such that a
single RC value applies over each hu~ :e. t thiis mi isses thle fittia ainrt al issue.
The deconiposit ion of ttm uiie 11 transit ion iter vas is forcedo by hihav ior of the
system. Thus transit ii inte rvals have genuine iqialit itive, iniportance. W\hile
somnet imes useful, deCCOrposinrg transit ion ii iiva Is inito sm aller pieces ru ns thle
risk of int riodutcing irrelevant iiist 117t ions.

Although the- converse of the, ihiral ili rid, is not soundl, its cohnverse might
still tie profitahly used as a hetirist ic raniiiat7 generator. Byreversing the l)Q
inference rulles, it may he possible to jirovilt' fic is to lie search for probaly

* faults in ishAliaviig anlalog irCiiit ry.
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4 Changes ink Behavioral Topology

lioe-all thitt ft , infr -i cci i ' ' reli-l ii th ~' injtlj~jj 1h:0 1!.,

li t helir words, it wais a suiir i ,lit ile the j., rtiirlit iii 1ri10t c livi ll-
relat ive valIutes of parartieters an- st reli ch r shrink the i letigI I i ft 4111i iit :t'Ii
flie, unierlN ing seqiwnc, 4f t rarsit i,-is w uld i(t --11I It* N',t pert irl 111.1
41'.11 will rhange thie orde-r or iatutre f tratisit itsn I hi, -ct iii expl;itin' lt-

I-,r.'c( gtrize I lie, Irages and pred it It lie, result ig Ilehav i r
*1o illus.t rate Iltese orniput at lots. I use. t lie, slifile' exainjp. II t . it,11 it \

rhanger (,figure 41) front section 1 2 'lhis systemi is lescriledl iitrii 4 h\
parameters. each a function of t ime: heat Q. heat flow F t hernia conl it

-K. veoiyof the liquid t hroughli lie, pilt 1' artd ll(sit I t 4 a 1 it1 \- luii.
oil ' N. j[le following eqlatiouS are 7e

Vd+  d N:

d

In addition V and - are considered indepeieh viot arid aTosinel Coyist rt
over t ime. Fhe iir il coid it ions specify the value for fith, iridepedeni para i-,
ters: V(0) > 0 and - K(0) < 0 aind also the boundary co r i lt, ot i X(0) =(, <

Cl0 ari(, Q(t)) = qO > 0. From this information the initial value of I lie dependent
parameter. F, can be determinedlr denote F(O) to. Ar invariant specifying
that X must. always be less than or equal to zero ends the simrlation when le
liquid individual leaves the pipe.

(iiven this description, QSIB (and other qualitative simulators [6]) produces
the tree of qualitative states (STAT TREE) shown in figtrre 11. Since each i path i
through the tree is a topologically distinct behavior, t his tree represents th ree
possible behaviors for the heat exchanger. The topmost path (QSL, QS2, QS 3

1**i I'.corresponds to the behavior of figure 12 in which the system reac lies thleri il
equilibrium just as the oil leaves the exchanger.

-n cause of its qualitative representat ions, QSi cannot Choose bet we,,ti 1 li
different behaviors for the heat exchanger; as far as QSIM is concerned, they are
all plausible. Since DQ analysis works relative to a single behavior, one pat
through the tree ust be chosen before running flie rules of section w hi is
selection of a behavior ns a modeling decision; I assuie that it is (one by ar
human. The selection consists of a series of choices at each branch in the tree.
By ruling out possible behaviors, each choice implicitly constrains the model of
the sstem, restricting the possible real values associated with ire qialia tiv.',
values of each parameter. Thus the selection of behavior (QSl. QS2. QS3)

'For simplicity, the simlistic liquid-individual model of fluid is used her#-; so- [t0 C
dismmmsion of the pbeairns with this model.

7 For simplicity, this model do" not distinguish between ten behratuvr i ad heat .
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Figure 11 QSIM State Tree Generates Pomsible Behaviors

makes implicit assumptions about the relative values of fluid velocity, , and
thermal conductivity, -K.

These implicit constraints are equivalent to the unambiguous selection of the

initial behavior However, the comparative analysis perturbation can weaken
the balance of constraint in two ways

* The initial behavior can be rendered inconsistent Section 4.1 explains

how the conflict is recognized and a new c,iisistent path is found.

* Alternate behaviors may ber,-rne -- nsj,;t 'n tton .4 2 explains how to

,- locate other consistent paths througn th. state tree
-..

4.1 Initial Behavior Inconsistent

* Suppose someone selected the path (QSI. QS2 4S3) as the heat exchanger's

initial behavior (figure 12) and chose the perturhation -AI' The state QS3
dictates the two transitions. Q reachi:rg zero and X reaching zero, in the same

.time instan* Since the perturbation ,causes heat to be lost more rapidly, QS3
can't be part of the final behavior If on, assumes that it is. the duration rule

(section 3.1) deduces a contradiction, as f,llows

When -Kft. it follows that FfQ (0 Fhus tht- duration until the first tran-

sition is tt. However, being a constant t, is unchanged by the perturbation, so
". 'By the interval ronstant rile, the self referenre rule an- the muitipliciion nle.

4.%1
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Figure 12 Initial Behavior Corresponding to Path (QSI, QS2. QS3)

""'x  the duration rule uses this fact to conclude that the duration I. Hence
'• the conflict The perturbation causes heat to reach its transition quicker. but

position is unaffected and will transition at the same time.
Behavioral inconsistencies are located by stepping through the transition in-

tervals from earliest on, and checking the RC values for the interval's duration.
Section 4.1.1 explains how to find all behaviors that avoid this single contradic-
tion while obeying the initial constraints. Section 4.1 2 provides heuristics for
eliminating inferior paths. Finally. section 4.1.3 shows how to check if the new
behavior is globally consistent, riot just a fix to the first contradiction. Note that
all of these techniques depend on the DQ inference rules which are incomplete

Se, As a result, while most inconsistencies are detected, it is not guaranteed that
all inconsistencies can be found.

* 4.1.1 Finding Consistent Alternatives

A simple observation about the infr,.nce rules f section 3 forms the foundation
for the contradiction resolution method only the duration rule can generate an
RC value for a time duration Therefore. the contradiction must be caused
by two (or more) firings of the duration rule for the qame interval. What dis-
tinguishes these firings are the different perspective parameters used in each
application of the rule.

In the heat exchanger example. the two perspective parameters are Q and

33
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- X In the initial beha 'tor, they reached t ransiit s in the same state, QS3. But
'. *to achieve consistency with the pertirbati, f. we must find a behavior where

they reach transitions indoptinduiiy lht ioans finding a path which starts
with QSI and QS2, and l.asses thr,,ubh a siblisriv ,f QS3 The answer, of course.
is the path (QSl QS2. Q.5. QSb. QST, S -,hnn iin figure 13 This path
illustrates the general case A node r,-prese- ntig tie qualitative state at a time

* point (QS3) is replaced by three states two) at time points (QS5. QS7) and one
for the interval connecting themn (QS6i For the purpose of discussion, I shall
"all QS3 the FRAGMENTING POINT antd the two tine-point states which define
our objective, the PREPOINT and POSTIPOINT re.pectively

9

1 Tu

X0
Minf X

,1 Inf Q
qO

ST

• fo

Minf F

Figure 13: The Behavior Corresponding to Path (QSI, QS2. QS5, QS6, QST)
%"

5.q The problem, then. is to search the state tree among the siblings of the
4' fragmenting point to find the pre- and postpoint states. We know that Q and

X must reach transitions in different states. but which should reach its transition
first? Consider the two duration RC values which cause the contradiction. Since
JJ specifies earlier termination than l( Q, the perspective parameter for the firing
which produced the 4 value, will reach its transition first. This means that the

9 Actuadly, this discussion assurmes a simplified version of the general problem. I assume
that the contradiction is caused by only two firings of the duration rule, and assume that at
the contradiction can be resolved by the addition of a single new transition. The general case

6 is a straightforward extension. If the QS2 interval had three conflicting duration RC values,
i, 11, and , then QS.3 could split into five statos three for time points and two connecting
intervals. If multiple rule firings are allowed for each BWC value, then correspondingly more
paths are possible.
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t s r- tIin n S ipIII II r Iilw o -\ m g x ii l I:

th* rAlliprmete s tha roc i tii ranitk~i jritl lit prliir r itt lipl reach,

transitionesr Ilniates getn pr.oit l iitiil'airj;.,itfrii.

*ac oAll paraetr olwnghat thls e reahtnsio s rtthe p .lit i itr-I l

* All parameters, that reache t rnsition in the ragiiiti nius oi li iiii

rahtransitions in tc the frgpret lgpoint o h , - -)

Whill paraeer thtoenhtrnitions aeIalttiipiit postra int n-iting fa.ront the

* initial select ion of behavior, thley, are unfort unately not suifficienit to guarantee
a uniqlue alternate behavior. '[IeI( next section explains a heuristic that "Ill
guarantee a unique behavior but not necessarily one, that obecys al) in ilii
constraints.

4.1.2 A Heuristic For Elinitinatizig Behaviors

The conditions listed above produce a unique behavior except in cases where
additional parameters besides Q and X reach transitions, in the fragmentinig
point. When extra parameters reach transitions 'in the fragmeniting lm it. one
must choose where they should transition-Kn t1lie prepoint or the postpoinit
The following cases result:

* The parameter could be causally colnnectul to either Q or Y. Ini fact,
this is the case with time heat exchanger: F transitions to zero in QS3.
Hlow did we know that F should reach its transition in thle prepoinit rat her
than the postpoint? We didn't. even need to consider thle quest ion. Bly
constructing the state tree, QSI already handled the problem for uise,.
It recognized that F must transition whenever Q transitioned: thus the

* state tree contains only this possibility. Since thle topological consistenlcy
code searches the state tree, it automatically. benefits fromn QSINI's wvotk..

* '[hlere could he additional RC information about the paraict er, Fo'(r simu-
p)1ic ity'. this case was not, disc ussed above, but su ppose that t ill durat iii

rule had fired three times with Q, N. and S as perspectives. If S and N\
* both caused the duration rule to dleduce anl RC value of 11. then both X~

and S should reachI transitions in the post point. Utnfortuiinat ely. (other 1W
values complicate the analysis,. If three different R C values 'result froml
the three firings, then the fragmenting poitit will split into five states.

3r
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The details ar I s , ) lit the c, iicIpts f,)r r,.solution are sit ilar to t hos.
described aIove.

" The parameter could lie indep'lniet of the- pert urbat ion withotut I li' In-
ference rules deducing this. As with the previous case (where the inde-
pendence. duration 11, was deduced) the parameter should transition it
whichever state has duration 11.

* The perturbation could change the paranieter's transitinn tine without
the inference rules deducing this. The correct behavior is not predict able
since the change in duration is not known

Since there is no way to correctly handle the last case, a reasonable heuri-tic
i. to assume that it never happens. This corresponds to Occani's Razor. Assime

tlat unless the duration rule saxs otherwise, the perturbation does not change.
the transition time of any parameters. Thus if the heat exchanger example
had an extra parameter, .S, which reaclied a transition in QS3, then we should
assume that '; transitions with .X in QS7.

4.1.3 Ensuring Global Consistency

Using the heuristics, the algorithm described above is guaranteed to find a
unique postpoint. But there may be several state tree paths that pass through
this post point. To locate a single new behavior, the program must step hrough
the original behavior from the fragmenting point onwards. Every time a branch
in the tree is taken, the corresponding descendant of the postpoint should be
selected as well. When the original behavior reaches a leaf, a unique new be-
havior will result. Unfortunately, there are two reasons why processing must
continue.

* Many RC values must be reconiptited. Because the RC values refer to
transition points and intervals, all values from the fragmenting interval
onward will bt inorrect. This is' verx surprising; after all, we started
with conflicting dtration R( values in the First place. Given the new
behavior, tho inf.relic, rul,.s of section 3 niiist be rerun to generate a

consistent set of i' valites.

* What if these ruls genrate a niew contradiction? There is no guarantee
that the new lehavior is topologically sounId. Hlowever, if conflicting dura-
tion RC' valu.".i arc grnerated for an interval. that interval must octcir after

anv interval whi,l ,usel a lr,vitu. cunflict I ts each cycle of inferenco
rules and topology resolitin Liaranltes that the time of first inconsis-
tency increoases. Since all hhaviors are finite, the cycle tiust eventitally
terminate
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22 Finid ing 0 thii Consistent Behaviors

i ~' r i l . , N lil !,c iii %-It wit the Initial lliavior. iie. 1)(t

titriit l "ill ~.ki thomn iistea l it other %%ork.
l~~~~~~~.'~~ liaiihIr ooit'i hte pt'rturieh iiiti;l

* . . ~ h" t0 ' iI\l state tree, rt-cords tile results of past transition alia.-
"hI, t tli'li s;Iitli'. t', filu tim( be-haviors that are coiisi-,terit

* .. . ri tI.;IT ''ii I i till i11ii,1i'it rolitrainit-- Your cas, nied to be

ii T. i. .1 i t n -rf a itlilt erval is dec reasinig, perhaps t ie( st at es onl
Kr i1wiii.rg,' into) a sinigle transition. SupJpose the' imit al )e ,io

I.i t Ii QC 1 C)2. QS 5. QS(;. QS7) as shown iii 13, atnd suppose the
iii is -I. Alt hough the initial behavior is consistent with this

r! ir. ii it is possible r hat t hermal equilibrium will he delayed tunt il
* ' '. ;r, i- rij nwIIia that tiho' oil leaves the pipe. This wouild c orrespondl

ii Li. *r IQ' 1, QS2. QS3) as shown ini figtire 12. Whienever tlie
it * ..i i it .rxal (e g_ QS6 ) is gettlug shorter, CA looks for -tit uncl

h t ilt-. am,, transitionis (i.e. tilie Salle para meters reaching
-A I. ~Ill Iii ijiarks as the uniion of the parent and, chlild of the interval

11, Q Ki reach inr~sit ions lin QS5, thle parent of QS6. aiid X
C . 1:, 11 h -Iiild 4 Q -,'. So tie( se-ar' I produces the uticle, QS3.

r, !' r,1 t rr, ponin g path thiriigh it.

is to n

* ' ' a t i l an itrlist.tu ayovi the( paranietors will not
iiT , t t mit t ii, ('A sig'st a Illhavior c'onsistinig of the path

lx -1 irTt. v t i i. ; r-' .f s taliti It' I t- ieinitial bhiavior endhed withI a
r it1iirI it id h I., rtiriAuiu 1(is 'aisin C:1 ,Ite initerva7l'S hirat iui)
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0SPLITTING

Splitting happens wheni lhe diirmrii rule", doeduces a single H( value
of 1 or 4L fro~ln two 4 ifrt rent pese ' sFor example, considjer tlt, h1eit
exchange with an iitalIliirof(Q1.(2 S3)and t he v'urhat ion
of - Kf and t q. Since lierial conductivity is higher, equnilibriuim will
occur sooner. hut since tre oil is mioviig fistcr, it will get out quicker. Both
paramieters lead lie duration rule to conclude QS3 will occur quicker; thus
the initial behavior is consistont. But so) is every hehiavior. If the thlermnal
conductivity is much higher anid velocity is oiil- a little- higher, then the
behavior (QSl. QS2. QS5. QSti. Q,"7) will result. If V was increased

more than -NK then the path OS I QS2. QS.I) would result. Because
the pert urbat ion was specified in qualitative termis, there isni't enough

SW information to resolve thre aiibiguity and CA nmust return all possible
splits of the two parameters Q anid Y.

Like the techniques of section .1.,inyniethiods for finding other consistent
* behaviors are dependent on thle DQ iiifcriico r ale-s As a result, t hey are neithter

complete nor sound.l For examiiple, suppose H it! duiirat ion of an interval w~as 4,L
but the duration rule, had not ded ucedI t Iiis fa-t. lien compact ion would not
be considered and a possibly consistent behavior would not he considered Simt-
ilarly, one of the techniques could suggest a behavior which appears consistent
only because the L)Q rules were inadequate to expose a contradiction.

"Spitin i te itlY cie ha a'a~e j'liic liil ald lli~nd o t e ac iim th

dir t m rl ste o l a og nr',; ,m to W vhe ""tmtn ,saln ,a ,

ik-sptting onlytheqoily the RCn altada 7Cs t therislate tre;ei tefatta i

* dinra io rue i th , r lyway o guirar a ir io It vatic niacting Sialling ao

kic-saringony equreth ft vlu an aces t le lat ie %



5 Related Work

AIt hough comparat i xe ana IN is qu(I tions have long b een imip orta it topics iII t II
tlls of engineering and nat hemai ics. little work has been don,- on comnparativ,

anak lis in the artificial intelligence connimnitv.

5.1 Sensitivity Analysis

SiisIt ivitv analysis is a common engineering technique for calculating lhe 05,ct

i i sstcln iperfornance dtue to variations in svstnem parameters. II other words,
,OIll arative analysis is a qualitative, version of selisitivity analysis. The sensi
tivity of a quantity T. to pert urbat ions in a parameter . is dfined [1] as ti

product:i _ OT X

OF A
-T

Because of its important application to design, considerable work has been don,
* on ,fficient methods for calculating sensitivities. Approaches include numieri-
-cal and symbolic differentiation, construction of an incremental network, and

analysis of an adjoin; network [1].
('onipared to DQ analysis, these methods have a major advantage--they

generate a quantitative value for sensitivity. But sensitivity analysis has two
limitations: it does not generate explanations, and it requires an explicit equa-
t lion for the desired quantity T. Thus sensitivity analysis could not solve the
spring/block problem until the human modeler provided a formula for period.

The technique of comparative statics [17,12], long used in economics to com-
pare two different equilibrium behaviors, suffers from the same limitation. It

". .)requires explicit formulas for the partial derivatives in question.

5.2 Partial Derivatives

Since the RC notation expresses how a parameter changes given an initial per-
turbation, it is natural to ask about its relationship to the standard mathemat-
ical tools for expressing relative change: partial derivatives. In the following

%0 proposition it is handy to think of parameter C as the cause, and E as an effect.

[ Proposition 15 If C o and all other independent and boundary condition pa-
rameters have an RC value of II0 and E4 0 then

<0
OC

at time zero.

SThis statement can be extended to any transition, t'i, by normalizing with
respect to time. While the relationship between RC values and partial derivative
is straightforward for values at transition points, the connection is more subtle
for interval RC values because of the presence of perspectives.
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5.3 QP Theory

In his treatise on Qualitative Proc, ,, ,+r lu .,e~di.cussed difri,,,al ,,.al,-
tative analysis [7, pages 159-1t1], htut ;t I tenilpted no implementation lie detfined
quantities q, greater than q2 over an interval. i. if for all instants in the interval,
qi > q2 measured at that instant. 'Uifortunately. this definition has several
problems. Since the quantification is over a single interval of time. it is impos-
sible to make comparisons of systems whose tine behavior changes as a result
of a perturbation. Thus his attunpt to formalize "distance equals rate t imes
duration" in predicate calculus is severely liiited. Rates can only be compared
if the duration of an interval is unchanged!

But even if the quantification was correct. tinie-wise comparison is almost
never a useful one to make. In the spring/bluck case, for example, it simply isn't
the case that the heavy-block is always moving slower than the small- block; the
periods get out of phase. The key to solving these problenms is in the use of
perspectives, discussed in this paper. The comparison on velocity (necessary to
predict that the period lengthens) is valid only from the perspective of position.

5.4 Temporal Representation

QSIM [15] is an efficient, easy to use simulator that has significantly sped the
development of both my comparative analysis theory and the ('A imlplenienta-
tion. However, QSIM has defects; its weak temporal representation is a major
problem.

As explained by Hayes in [11], systems which represent behaviors as a se-
quence of states force a total ordering on events. Because qualitative reasoning
is often unable to unambiguously determine an order, the behavior must branch
to consider multiple possibilities. If events interact, then the various branches
often have interesting qualitative differences. But frequently, the alternate be-
haviors are equivalent and just complicate reasoning and consume processing
resources.

To combat this problem, Williams introduced the notion of concise episodes
[23], and has devised an efficient simulator (called a Temporal ('onstraint Prop-
agator) to manipulate them. Ju:'t as qmialitat ive simulators using Williams, tem-
poral representation would improve on QSIM, comparative analysis program,;

* would have several ad'vantages over 'A. Wlliams is building such a systemi for
use in automated design [25]

o The propositions of sectioni 3 would still be true, and could be encoded
more easily. CA requires explicit rules for conposing durations over inter-
vals (e.g., if DURATION(, 0 , and WImRA-1to N1,,i) then I)URATIONq( 0 ,2 )).
These computationally expensive rules would he subsumed by the tempo-
ral constraint propagator.
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e The search for topologicall distinct behaviors (section 4) wou ld Ie sinpli -
fied because the space would be smaller. By eliminating irrelevant ordbr
distinctions, the number of different behaviors would be sniallt r Only
if it was qualitatively interesting would there be any need to c ridir
behavior in which two parameters reach transitions sinultaneouslv
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6 Future Directions

This paper discussed the problem ,fcalpartiv' :inulyis. the task oflexplaining

how a system will react to pert urbat ions. antd w .li Multile perspect ive's. which
can be used to repararneterize system pl:ranieters, lead to a powerful detinit ion of
relative change. DQ analysis so,,-s comparative analysis problenis by applying
inference rules to the initial perturbation of a s stem. A trace of the rules used
in solving a problem can be easily translated into an intuitive explanation of
the answer. Since the rules have been proven sound, DQ analysis is guaranteed
to produce only correct explanations. A cotnpu ter programs, C'.A. implements

the theory of DQ analysis and correctly solves over twenty comparative analysis
problems including those that change the order of transitions in the behavior.

Despite the success of DQ analysis, several areas for future research beckon.

DQ analysis is inconiphete. Although CA is guaranteed to terminate, it

doesn't always deduce an l(" value Fortunatly, there are other tech-

niques for solving comparative analysis problems. Exaggeration. for ex-
ample, saves many problems with a completely different slyle of reasoning

[20]. Although it is believed t hat exaggeration is also incomplete, initial
results suggest that exaggeration can solve several problenms which DQ

analysis cannot [22].

* Certain coniparative analysis questions have no answer. For example,
"What happens to the period of oscillation of a spring/block if both the
mass and spring constant are increased?" It would be nice if CA could
recognize that there was no answer to this question instead of simply
saying that it can't find an answer.

yAny analytic technique is only as good as the iodel on which it works.

Currently., hunians construct models and computers are only used in ana-
lyzing them. This imparts fragility to the process. For example, consider

the structural description of the oscillating spring/block example (section
3.8). Suppose that the initial situation had X = 0, V set to some max-

imum value and the perturbation was Vf. Although the DQ inference

rules can deduce facts like "tie maximum displacement will increase," the
topological analyzer is unable to recognize the possibility that the spring
will break.

The cause is a simplistic model. Il,,,oke's law precludes the possibility of
a broken spring. To achieve greater robustness in qualitative analysis in
general and comparative analysis in specific, modeling must be treated ex-
plicitly. By incorporating ontological assumptions into process definitions,
QP theory [71 has iiade progress here. but further research is necessary to

address the quest ions of reasoning with multiple models, dynatic inodel
creation, and the evaluation of a model in the context of a specific problem.
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.5 A A Useful Example

This section const ructs an example which serves both as a couuter-exampii f, -r ;A

generalized version of the derivative rule and as the proof of the non-exhaust iv.
ddproposition. Suppose that A, V. and X are paraineters stich that .1 = -' ,

V, = d X, and X is a covering perspective over (-, i. The drivative ru

(proposition 3) showed that if A and V are positive over tie( itterval ( -,,+
and if -V:j, and .J,+ . then V x

Unfortunately, the derivative rule is not true for arbitrary perspectives. lh,'

following abberation should convince you of this. I show three parameters. ., A
and P such that A = 1 V and P is a covering perspective over ( j. ). N' t A-

though All(,) the parameter V has no consistent behavior from the persp.'eciv,

of P. During part of the interval V,'" p and during part V p .

Here are the details. Over the absolute time interval (0, 1) define:

A(t)= V(t)= .-1(.)

-it-

((t) A(t) = t P'-(p) = p
V(t) : t3

j() = a.V(t) = t2  A-(a) = u

*p(t) =AUt) 12 P 0,) =-J

Note that P(0) = P(0) = 0 and P(1) = J3(1) = I and P is strictly nouiotoniic,
so P is a valid perspective over this interval, Since P = 4 and P A the selfP

V. reference theorem shows that Al,.. So what does V do from the perspective

of P? Consider p = .

V P -62 and ( p)) - 1 7 -

NOW It p =!t:

V(". i32 and 1 . 1vi/2 32

-= a ( ()) = - < -
2 81,3 l 81

So for a small value of p the corrisponding ? is larger than t but for larger 1'
the situation is reversed. Thus it is neither the case that ii.( nor l, nor

U.f 01 even though All .

fi
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